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Mauser Spezial MH1235-G-6/01 CLMN8

Proven single-needle lockstitch sewing machine with narrow cylinder arm for medium-weight materials.
Equipped with bottom feed, needle feed and alternating top feed.

The 1235 series is the latest development of the well-known and most widely used 335 triple feed cylinder arm
machine worldwide. In the equipment line with automatic functions, such as electromagnetic thread trimmer,
electropneumatic foot lift and seam backtacking, the Mauser Spezial 1235 also has an integrated 750W direct
drive with built-in control panel.

Thus equipped, the Mauser Spezial 1235 continues to be a reliable production tool in the manufacture of leather
goods, handbags and suitcases.
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The Mauser Spezial MH1235 is a universally applicable free-arm machine that is used in particular for processing
tubular or pre-assembled, closed articles.

The narrow cylinder arm with a diameter of only 51mm allows the machine to be used on workpieces with a
small cross-section. Typical applications are in the production of small leather goods and leather garments as well
as the manufacture of bags, suitcases and upholstery.

The use of a horizontal hook ensures precise and uniform thread take-up and even bobbin thread tension.

The bottom feed and needle feed in conjunction with the alternating top feed ensure not only a high pull-through
force but also a uniform material feed. With the top feed stroke of 7 mm, material thickenings and cross seams
can be passed over effortlessly.

The MH1235 is also widely used for binding operations on shoes and leather goods. For this purpose, the
machine can be equipped with special components with moving binder (subclass -17/01).

The binding device is recessed in the throat plate. As a result, the sewing material enters the sewing machine
evenly. The binding tape lies tightly against the material edge even with inside and outside radii.

Standard version of the Mauser
Spezial MH1235. Footlift by knee
switch, backtacking by hand
lever.

Sewing area with 51mm arm
diameter and standard sewing
components. Narrow presser
feet for sewing applications close
to the material edge.

Binding operation with special
device with moving binder
attachment. (Subclass -17/01)
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